Wireless transmission of compressed visual information presents new challenges in image coding and reconstruction techniques. Unlike the traditional error-free media for which current coding standards have been designed, wireless channels do not offer guaranteed transmission, and data loss over such channels can result in catastrophic errors in the decoded visual information. Visual data, however, can be reconstructed using lossy signal processing techniques. To date, reconstruction algorithms have been developed for fixed coding techniques. This paper presents and solves the dual problem -a block-based coding technique, namely a family of lapped orthogonal transforms (LOTs), is designed to maximize the reconstruction performance of a specified reconstruction algorithm. Mean-reconstruction, in which a missing coefficient block is replaced with the average of its available neighbors, is selected for its simplicity and ease of implementation. A reconstruction criterion is defined as the equal distribution of reconstruction errors across all transform coefficients, and a family of LOTs is then designed to meet the reconstruction criterion as well as consider the transform coding gain. Reconstruction capability and coding gain are traded off, and the LOT family consists of transforms that provide increasing reconstruction capability with lower coding gain. The reconstruction-optimized LOT family provides excellent reconstruction capability, and a transform can be selected based on the loss characteristics of the channel, the desired reconstruction performance, and the desired compression.
I. Introduction
Wireless transmission of compressed visual information presents new challenges in image coding and reconstruction techniques. Unlike the traditional error-free media for which current coding standards have been designed, wireless channels do not offer guaranteed transmission. These channels can be corrupted by burst errors caused by environmental noise, and in the case of mobile communications, multipath fading and shadowing. In both cases, correct reception of the transmitted visual information is disrupted. If the compressed visual data is simply transmitted over such a channel without special provisions, any corruption can cause catastrophic errors at the decoder due to a loss of synchronization [1] . However, inserting resynchronization flags strategically in the compressed data stream allows periodic resynchronization at the receiver, and can transform transmission of a bit stream over a wireless link with deep signal fades into transmission of a packetized stream over a link exhibiting both packet loss and individual bit errors [2] . If the receiver loses synchronization with the bit stream, data is only lost until reception of the next flag. Upon recognition of the flag, the receiver can again begin decoding. In this way, data between any two flags can be considered as a packet, and inclusion of sequence numbers with the flag permits identification of lost packets. Adding forward error correction (FEC) to each packet allows correction of errors within received packets.
Packetized visual communications over a wireless link presents a reconstruction problem at the decoder, to deal with lost packets. While FEC within packets is both feasible and necessary to deal with bit errors, FEC across packets to deal with packet loss requires sophisticated buffer control and places limitations on the numbers of and spacings between lost packets to work correctly [3] . Automatic retransmission query protocols (ARQ) lower the data transmission rate while resending requested data, thereby sacrificing visual quality for higher compression.
Additionally, ARQ is unsuitable for real-time visual communications [4] . However, unlike raw data, visual data contains a great deal of redundancy, and lost information can be reconstructed using lossy signal processing techniques at the decoder. In this paper, the visual information is a still image, which may be part of a video sequence. Producing visually pleasing reconstructed images is feasible, providing that a good reconstruction algorithm is available for the particular image coding technique.
In the case of traditional non-overlapping block-based coding algorithms, previous work has produced reconstruction algorithms to be implemented at the decoder, given that a particular
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3 coding algorithm was used (e.g., the DCT) [5] [6] [7] . The resulting algorithms require assumptions about the structure of the image data, and can produce poorly reconstructed blocks exhibiting severe blocking artifacts when the data does not match the assumptions. To alleviate this problem, this paper presents and solves the dual problem -a block-based coding technique, namely a family of lapped orthogonal transforms (LOTs), is designed to maximize the reconstruction performance of a specified reconstruction algorithm. Mean-reconstruction, in which a missing coefficient block is replaced with the average of its available neighbors, is selected for its simplicity and ease of implementation. A reconstruction criterion is defined as the equal distribution of reconstruction errors across all transform coefficients, and a family of LOTs is then designed to meet the reconstruction criterion as well as consider the transform coding gain.
Reconstruction capability and coding gain are traded off, and the LOT family consists of transforms that provide increasing reconstruction capability with lower coding gain. The reconstruction-optimized LOT family provides excellent reconstruction capability, and a transform can be selected based on the loss characteristics of the channel, the desired reconstruction performance, and the desired compression.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II reviews the block-based reconstruction problem and the relevant properties of lapped orthogonal transforms. In Section III, the reconstruction criterion is derived and incorporated into an LOT design algorithm. Section IV describes the performance of the designed LOTs, in terms of both compression and reconstruction. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. The Block-Based Reconstruction Problem and Lapped Orthogonal Transforms

A . Block-Based Reconstruction
Let x be a one-dimensional discrete time signal of length to be coded using a block-based transform. In traditional transform coding, such as the length-8 DCT used in JPEG or any Nlength linear, orthogonal transform, a signal block is a single N -length block. With the transform matrix containing the basis functions as columns given by , the coefficient block for a signal block is given by . Each of the M coefficient blocks is a function of only the signal block at index n , and adjacent coefficient blocks and are therefore
The orthogonality of the transform ensures that a one-to-one correspondence exists between a signal block and a coefficient block.
When such a signal is lossily compressed and transmitted over a network with non-guaranteed transmission, coefficient blocks can be lost. Packetization of the compressed data is assumed to facilitate reconstruction. Namely, coefficient blocks are transmitted in a known order, and sequence numbers identify lost packets to the decoder. Coefficient block interleaving in transmission can be used to avoid large contiguous areas of loss. With these packetization requirements and given the redundancy of visual data, the decoder must solve the block-based reconstruction problem -reconstruct lost coefficient blocks from the correctly received data.
In one dimension, the block-based reconstruction problem is stated as follows: given the location of a lost coefficient block and the available adjacent blocks , reconstruct the lost block from the adjacent blocks as , such that an error measure is minimized. To limit computational complexity at the decoder, the problem is restricted so that ƒ is a linear operator. Specifically, functions of the form are considered, where the weights are scalars. In two dimensions, referring to the adjacent blocks by locations, this yields . In this section and the next, one-dimensional transforms are considered, which are extended to two dimensions by rowcolumn separable application.
The restriction that ƒ be linear implies that all reconstruction algorithms will produce the same results for traditional block-based transforms. Each coefficient block contains information only about a signal block in the same location, regardless of the transform used, and the reconstruction equation can be written in terms of any transform coefficients. Therefore, the decoder must make assumptions about the structure of the lost block and reconstruct accordingly [5] [6] [7] . Depending on the assumptions, blocking effects are minimized but can still be visible in specific blocks. Without transmitting side information, the only way to modify the performance of such a reconstruction technique is to generate coefficient blocks that correspond to not independent, but overlapping signal blocks. A LOT with 50% overlap generates such coefficient blocks, and in one dimension, any signal value is included in the computation of two coefficient blocks. 
B . Lapped Orthogonal Transform Properties
LOTs were introduced in [8] , in which several transforms were designed using an iterative numerical technique. In [9] , it was shown that a LOT can be constructed from any orthogonal transform, and the resulting LOT can be easily transformed to a LOT that maximizes the transform coding gain, defined as (1) where is the i th diagonal entry of the transformed input autocovariance matrix, , and Z represents any transform matrix [10] . The compression performance of a variety of LOTs based on the construction in [9] was investigated in [11] , and a new family of LOTs known as modulated lapped transforms (MLTs) were introduced in [12] . A formulation for generalized LOTs was presented in [13] . The properties of the LOT that correspond specifically to the reconstructionoptimization problem are now briefly described. A more detailed review can be found in [8, 9] .
Again, let x be a one-dimensional discrete time signal of length to be transformed. This Because is not square, the LOT for an individual block is not invertible, and there is not a
one-to-one correspondence between a 2N-length signal block and the N LOT coefficients.
However, when applied to the complete signal of length , the transform operation can be written as ,
where c is a vector containing all the coefficient blocks, =and and are modified transform matrices for the end blocks. In order for the transform applied to the entire signal to be invertible, the matrix must be invertible. Orthogonality of is desirable to ensure numerical stability and symmetry in the forward and inverse transforms. Two properties of the transform matrix T that will provide orthogonality and hence invertibility of the transform applied to the entire data segment are Orthogonality of the basis functions: , and
Orthogonality of the overlapping portions of the basis functions: ,
where so that and comprise the matrices consisting of the "left"
and "right" halves of the basis functions. The identity matrix in (3) is of order .
The overlap condition (4) implies that additional basis functions can be generated by exchanging the halves of the LOT basis function. These basis functions will be referred to as the complementary basis functions and will be written as . They can be combined with the N LOT basis functions to provide orthogonal basis functions spanning -dimensional space. The extended transform matrix is then defined as .
The extended transform matrix will be used later in deriving the reconstruction criterion and in determining quantization step sizes for LOT coefficients.
Because the LOT basis functions overlap, the notion of a DC basis function differs from that it was proved that an "optimal" LOT will have a single basis function with non-zero gain at zero frequency, where optimality is defined as maximizing the coding gain (1) as the input correlation coefficient approaches 1. The LOTs designed in this paper meet this optimality condition, and in the remainder of the paper, the single basis function with non-zero gain at zero frequency will be referred to as the lowest-order basis function, and the corresponding coefficient will be called the lowest-order coefficient.
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III. Reconstruction-Optimized LOT Design
Reconstruction of lost LOT coefficient blocks was investigated in [14] , in which reconstruction algorithms were attempted based on the properties of the LOT given by (3) and (4). The orthogonality of the LOT yielded poor numerical inversion reconstruction results, but good performance was achieved by assuming that the lowest-order coefficient was correctly received and performing non-linear sharpening on pixels affected by loss of AC coefficients. The extended lapped transform (ELT) was proposed in [15] for better robustness against transmission errors when compared to the traditional non-overlapping DCT. No reconstruction is actually attempted with the ELT; the lowest-order coefficient is assumed to be received correctly, and the erroneous or missing other coefficients are set to zero.
The problem addressed in this paper is design of a LOT optimized for a specific linear reconstruction technique and a given error measure. Mean-reconstruction is selected for its simplicity and ease of implementation, and the error measure is taken to be the mean-squared error (MSE) of individual reconstructed coefficients within a coefficient block. In one dimension, a lost coefficient block is therefore reconstructed as
where each c variable represents an N-length vector of coefficients. In two dimensions using a separable transform, this corresponds to averaging the blocks above, below, to the left, and to the right of the lost block. This section describes the analysis of mean-reconstruction in terms of minimizing the mean-squared error of reconstructed coefficients, and formulates the results such that they can be directly incorporated into a LOT design algorithm, which is described. It is shown that all LOTs will exhibit the same total coefficient error, but the distribution of the errors across the coefficients and hence pixels differ. The design algorithm and the incorporation of the reconstruction criterion is outlined, and the resulting family of designed transforms is described.
A. Reconstruction Criterion
The input signal x is modelled as a Markov-1 signal, with correlation given by , where the subscripts indicate the time indices of individual values (the signal variance is normalized to 1 in the following). This is a a commonly used image signal model [16, 17] . In this section, the reconstruction criterion is formulated as a minimization of the MSE in each reconstructed transform coefficient and is derived. It is shown that all LOTs have equal MSE at the block level, but differing distribution of the MSE among coefficients. In the following, individual coefficients within a block are indexed by a subscript i as , .
Representing the LOT basis function i by , the MSE for each reconstructed coefficient i is given by (7) where , , and , and all are matrices; is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix.
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The MSE for the entire reconstructed coefficient block is .
Noting that and that , equation (8) can be written as (9) Orthogonality of the extended transform matrix and equation (4) can be used to show
, and with the fact that , equation (9) can be reduced to .
Now consider the following set of equalities:
where the first equality holds because is a square, orthogonal matrix, and the second is obtained after several steps of multiplication and simplification. Therefore, for any LOT, ,
and the particular LOT used does not affect the MSE of the entire coefficient block. However, though the sum is the same, the individual reconstruct coefficient errors differ.
Similarly, the MSE in a reconstructed signal block is given by , and is the same regardless of transform.
The MSEs in the 2N individual signal locations are given by the 2N-length vector , and differ depending on the transform. Though the total MSE is not a function of the particular LOT, the distribution of the MSE across coefficients and pixels are functions of the transform. Therefore, the key to designing LOTs with differing reconstruction
characteristics is to distribute the error differently across the transform coefficients, and hence across the signal locations.
If a basis function is designed to maximize the expected energy in the corresponding coefficient (for good compression performance) while minimizing the reconstructed coefficient MSE (for good reconstruction performance), then the two requirements oppose because the effect of minimizing the MSE is to minimize the energy in the coefficient. The combination of maximizing expected energy while minimizing reconstructed coefficient MSE works to equally distribute the expected energy across all coefficients.
When only coding gain is considered in transform design, optimality in terms of compression performance is argued as [9, 18] , in which case . However, in the case of reconstruction, as , , and this case provides a degenerate reconstruction condition. Therefore, for reconstruction-optimized transforms, "optimality" in the traditional sense of considering performance as is not appropriate. Reconstruction performance can be quantified by the "reconstruction gain," similar to the coding gain given in (1). However, because an equal distribution of the error is desirable, the reconstruction gain is given as the reciprocal of (1) with replaced by :
.
The overall performance of a transform can therefore be gauged by considering both the coding gain and the reconstruction gain .
Error distribution across transform coefficients can be intuitively understood by considering a two-dimensional image example. Figure 1 (a) shows a segment of an image, which is then transformed using the DCT-LOT as presented in [9] , and an error of 200 is introduced into a twodimensional coefficient block. In Figure 1 
B. LOT Design Review & Incorporation of Reconstruction
In [9] , it is shown how a LOT can be constructed from any orthogonal transform, and how such a LOT can be modified to maximize the coding gain. However, this design technique generates all basis functions simultaneously and only considers the coding gain, and hence is not suited to the reconstruction-optimized problem.
The iterative optimization design technique introduced [8] , however, lends itself to designing reconstruction-optimized basis functions. The iterative technique searches for a maximum of the coding gain, which is of the same form as the MSE expression derived in (7), and a new basis function is obtained in each step. This section briefly reviews the design technique introduced in 
where .
The basis function design problem can then be stated as a maximization of (16) while satisfying (14) and (15) . This is achieved by using an augmented Lagrangian method [19] [20] [21] .
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The reconstruction criterion can be easily incorporated into basis function design by noting that the similarities between the expression for transform coding gain given in (16) and the expression for given in (7) . Because the transform coding gain should be maximized while the reconstructed coefficient error should be minimized, a modified objective function incorporating reconstruction is formed as , where the reconstruction parameter controls the emphasis placed on reconstruction capability.
Substitution for and normalization yields ,
an expression similar to (16) . Therefore, by selecting appropriate values of the reconstruction parameter , reconstruction capability can be included in the design of the basis functions.
Because the overall reconstruction error is fixed and the basis functions are designed sequentially, each to minimize the reconstruction error, the LOTs designed have a reconstruction error that is more equally distributed across the coefficients. However, improved reconstruction capability comes at the expense of coding gain. The trade-offs are described in Section IV.
C. Design Procedure
Because a gradient descent technique was used within the augmented Lagrange formulation, a small singular value spread was desirable to better condition the problem. The reconstruction parameter was selected to be after examination of the singular value spread of for both even and odd basis functions for .
Four length-16 LOTs ( ) were designed for a correlation coefficient of and the selected values, and will be denoted T6, T7, T8, and T9, respectively. The design technique yielded constraints that were not met exactly, but the maximum values of the constraint functions were less than with typical values between and . For 8-bit images, these constraint values render the transforms effectively orthogonal.
The T6 basis functions resemble optimal non-reconstruction-optimized basis functions as presented in [9] , but as increases, more variation is introduced into the first few basis functions.
However, each of the designed transforms has a single basis function with non-zero gain at zero 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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13 frequency, and therefore meets the "optimality" criterion for compression as given in [12] . The sinc-interpolated lowest-order basis functions for the designed transforms and a nonreconstruction-optimized LOT from [9] are plotted in Figure 2 . The next section describes general transform performance.
IV. Transform Performance
Transform performance in three areas is presented: compression, reconstruction, and comparison with other robust transmission techniques.
A. Compression
The compression performance of the designed LOTs was evaluated using the transform coding gain (as defined in (1)) and by compressing 8-bit luminance images from the USC database (couple, lake, lax, lena, mandrill, peppers) using a modified JPEG algorithm, where only the transform and quantization matrices are modified for each LOT. Coded blocks are assumed to be interleaved to avoid large contiguous areas of loss, and the interleaving pattern is known to the decoder. Following interleaving, to allow block synchronization and identification of lost blocks, a 3 bit (mod-8) sequence number is added after each EOB flag (it is assumed that burst packet losses will affect fewer than 8 coefficient blocks). Including the sequence numbers adds an additional 0.047 bits/pixel, but is required to allow use of the reconstruction algorithm presented here (or any other reconstruction algorithm). Therefore, even if the JPEG algorithm is used (i.e., the DCT instead of an LOT), inclusion of the sequence numbers slightly sacrifices compression to facilitate reconstruction. Because the transforms were designed to maximize visual performance, compression performance is evaluated by comparing resulting bit rates for the different transforms for a constant image quality.
The transform coding gains for the four designed transforms are given in Table 1 , along with the DCT-LOT, a LOT constructed using the technique presented in [9] (the DCT-LOT provides good compression performance and will be used as a reference transform in the following discussions). The transform coding gains monotonically decrease as the reconstruction parameter increases, and are reduced by approximately 42%. Table 1 Coding and reconstruction gains of the designed LOTs and the DCT-LOT.
× α
Because the separable LOTs generate coefficient blocks of size , these coefficients can be passed to a modified JPEG encoder that follows the JPEG syntax, but using the LOT coefficients rather than DCT coefficients (the modified encoder uses interleaving and sequence numbers as previously described). However, to provide good quality, different quantization matrices are required. Many techniques have been presented for the design of quantization matrices optimized for particular images coded using the DCT [22, 23] . However, these all techniques are all based on the measured response of the human visual system response to sinusoidal gratings, which can be extended to the DCT basis functions [24] [25] [26] . The designed LOTs are not derived from the DCTs, and hence these techniques do not directly apply.
To simplify the design of the quantization matrices and to use the results of previous psychovisual work that went into the design of the JPEG recommended quantization matrices, the quantization matrices for the designed LOTs were designed using the JPEG matrix The quantization matrix is designed as follows. 
The i and j indices represent the vertical and horizontal application of the one-dimensional LOT, respectively.
For the DCT-LOT, the above algorithm corresponds to using the JPEG matrix without The results are normalized with respect to DCT-LOT (the DCT-LOT yields compressed file sizes only slightly larger (0.2-2%) than those generated by standard JPEG compression with the 3 bit sequence numbers added for reconstruction feasibility). For all the images, T6 produces file sizes approximately 40% larger than DCT-LOT, while for T7, T8, and T9, the file size continues to monotonically increase with the expansion range is approximately constant at 30% across all images. For T8 and T9, the two least active images, lena and peppers, had the worst compression performance, while the two busiest images, lax and mandrill, had the best compression performance.
If examining the transforms without considering reconstruction, the compression performance of the designed transforms may seem unacceptable. However, the reconstruction performance provides a robustness to loss that is unmatched in non-reconstruction optimized transforms. The results are normalized with respect to DCT-LOT (the DCT-LOT yields compressed file sizes only slightly larger (0.2-2%) than those generated by standard JPEG compression with the 3 bit sequence numbers added for reconstruction feasibility). For all the images, T6 produces file sizes approximately 40% larger than DCT-LOT, while for T7, T8, and T9, the file size continues to monotonically increase with the expansion range is approximately constant at 30% across all images. For T8 and T9, the two least active images, lena and peppers, had the worst compression performance, while the two busiest images, lax and mandrill, had the best compression performance.
If examining the transforms without considering reconstruction, the compression performance of the designed transforms may seem unacceptable. However, the reconstruction performance provides a robustness to loss that is unmatched in non-reconstruction optimized transforms.
B. Reconstruction
Including the reconstruction criterion has the desired effect of more equally distributing the reconstruction error. by 50% across the transform range while the coding gain decreases. Figure 4 plots the cumulative MSE for a Markov-1 input signal with , with the coefficients ordered by decreasing for each transform. As increases, less error occurs in the first three coefficients, while the cumulative error is approximately equal by the fourth coefficient.
Distributing the error in the coefficient domain also produces a benefit in the pixel domainas increases, the maximum expected error in the pixel domain decreases. In one dimension, an error in a N-length coefficient block produces error in 2N pixels. Profiles of the expected pixel error, given as , are shown in Figure 5 for the designed transforms and the DCT-LOT.
With a smaller maximum expected error, the reconstructed results are expected to be visually more pleasing, as shown in the reconstructed images.
Reconstruction performance was visually evaluated under three loss conditions: loss of 25% of all coefficient blocks (64 coefficients each) in a checkerboard pattern, 10% random block loss, and loss of 25% of partial coefficient blocks (the M lowest coefficients, and (64 -M) highest coefficients, in zig-zag scan order) in a checkerboard pattern. The first case simulates algorithm performance if used for instantaneous rate control (to reduce the rate by 25%), and the second simulates packet loss. The checkerboard loss pattern tests the reconstruction case for which the transforms were designed (all adjacent blocks present), while the random loss pattern provides a more severe test, as adjacent lost blocks must be recursively reconstructed. The third simulates performance if spectral selection with two scans is used, to evaluate performance under conditions for which the transforms were not designed. In all cases, block interleaving is used to avoid large contiguous areas of loss. Reconstruction under partial coefficient block loss was evaluated with and .
With the lowest M coefficients reconstructed, images coded with the designed transforms exhibit marked visual improvement over those coded with the DCT-LOT, and an increase in PSNR as the reconstruction parameter increases (approximate PSNR increases are 1 dB across the transforms for and 0.6 dB for ). This improvement is explained by the differing cumulative reconstruction MSEs for differing transforms as shown in Figure 4 ; as increases the cumulative MSE decreases for a fixed number of lost coefficients (less than N). Figure 10 compares the DCT-LOT and T8 for on couple. Conversely, with the highest (64 -M) coefficients reconstructed, images coded with DCT-LOT exhibit the highest PSNR, and PSNR decreases as increases (approximate PSNR decreases are 2.5 dB across the transforms for and 2.0 dB for . Visually, however, all images exhibit some blurring of high frequency details and the overall quality is approximately equivalent. Despite the differing PSNRs, because this case reconstructs high-frequency coefficients, there is less visual impact than when low-frequency coefficients are reconstructed. Figure 11 compares the DCT-LOT and T8 for on couple.
Overall, T6 visually shows an improvement over DCT-LOT, but not enough to merit its use.
T7, T8, and T9 all provide substantial visual improvement over DCT-LOT. The particular transform to be used in an application can therefore be selected based on the desired compression and reconstruction performance.
C. Comparison with Other Robust Transmission Techniques
Because the designed LOTs are proposed as an alternative to using non-reconstruction optimized transforms, a comparison between the designed LOTs used alone and the other transforms when combined with robust transmission techniques is of interest. In both cases, FEC within each packet is required to provide correction of individual bit errors, so only packet losses are considered, corresponding to coefficient block losses. The locations of block losses are identified through a 3 bit sequence number added to the coding algorithm as described previously in Section IVA, assuming that burst packet losses will correspond to less than 8 coefficient blocks. The
) 54 = packetization and transmission requirements described in Section IIA are assumed to hold. Three techniques are discussed: ARQ, FEC across packets, and dual transmission.
When an automatic retransmission query protocol is used, the receiver requests retransmission of packets that are not received, where missing packets are detected by non-sequential sequence numbers. While ARQ may be suitable for transmission of still images with no time constraints, it has been shown to be unsuitable for real-time transmission of video [4] . Because the coding techniques may be used in video anchor frames (such as the I-frames in MPEG-or H.261-like techniques), ARQ is avoided.
FEC at the packetization level has been proposed [3] , and entails transmission of additional packets containing FEC information formed by stacking packets and processing the bit columns.
The number of packets that can be recovered is equal to the number of additional FEC packets.
However, in order to provide robustness to packet loss, restrictions are placed on the numbers and spacings of lost packets. If these restrictions are exceeded, or if the FEC packets are themselves lost, lost packets cannot be recovered. This technique works well when the number of lost packets is well below the number of extra packets added, but as the channel packet loss probability and hence the number of lost packets increases, the probability that the restrictions are exceeded also increases. To compensate for 10% and greater packet loss, the FEC information is on the order of the amount of visual information. In this case, transmitting the visual information twice is simpler.
Dual transmission consists of simply including coefficient blocks multiple times in a single transmission. For constant quality, an image coded using a reconstruction-optimized LOT has an expansion factor ef equal to the normalized compression performance as given in Figure 3 , with depending on the transform (the expansion factor is relative to the same image coded with DCT-LOT). In dual transmission, a single transmission consists of the DCT-LOT coded image, and then a number of randomly selected coefficient blocks from the coded image until the total amount of data transmitted is equal to that transmitted using one of the designed LOTs. For example, to compare the DCT-LOT and T7 on couple, 65% of the DCT-LOT blocks would be dually transmitted. Given the packet loss probability of the channel which is experienced by the T7-coded image, the equivalent packet loss probability for the duallytransmitted DCT-LOT-coded image is given by .
The first term represents the probability of loss of the first transmission, while the second represents the probability that the lost data is either lost again or is not included in the second Figure 12 plots and for . Expansion factors between 1.6 and 2.0 are plotted, corresponding to T7, T8, and T9. The benefits of using a reconstructionoptimized LOT can be gauged by comparing its visual performance under higher block loss but lower error visibility with that of the DCT-LOT with lower block loss and higher error visibility.
Given the visual results, it is expected that for packet loss rates below 15%, the corresponding errors in the DCT-LOT may be judged acceptable, depending on the image content. The reconstructed blocks look poor, but there are fewer of them. However, for higher packet loss rates, 
V. Conclusions
This paper presents the design and performance of a family of lapped orthogonal transforms optimized for mean-reconstruction of lost coefficient blocks. While it is shown that all LOTs produce the same mean-squared error for mean-reconstruction, the distribution of the error across coefficients differs, and hence visual results differ. As reconstruction capabilities increase, visual results for reconstruction improve dramatically. Each designed transform provides a different trade-off between compression and reconstruction performance. An analysis shows that for channels with relatively low packet loss rates, coding with a standard LOT and transmitting the visual information twice may be sufficient for acceptable visual quality, but as the packet loss rate increases, the reconstruction-optimized LOTs provide better visual performance. A transform can therefore be selected based on wireless channel characteristics and desired compression and reconstruction performance. for expansion factors from 1.6 to 2.0 for T7, T8, and T9. represents the channel probability of packet loss, which is experienced by the reconstructionoptimized transform-coded images, while represents the equivalent probability of packet loss experienced by DCT-LOT coded images with dual transmission. 
